
LESSON PLAN FOR WRITING AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Help middle school students develop and understand the craft of writing by teaching them how to write their own
autobiographies.

Before beginning their PowerPoint presentations, students should use the storyboards to lay out their text and
images, and to write the titles of the songs and specific lyrics they will use for each slide. By pulling from the
different sections of the lesson plan, quizzes and homework assignments offer a comprehensive review of
Autobiographies in manageable increments that are less substantial than a full blown test. The longest
descriptions run about words. Present your slideshow and show students some of the different biographies and
autobiographies you chose. Divide a large piece of blank paper into equal rectangles. Independent working
time 20 minutes Tell students that their goals for the following activity are: 1 to write a biography or
autobiography, 2 to tell at least five facts about the subject's life, and 3 to write in proper sequence. Allow
more than one session of class time to complete this work if required. Have students review the summaries
they wrote in Session One. Provide each student with a copy of the Copyright and Fair Use Guidelines for
School Projects sheet, which provides information about fair use and copyright issues. How will it be broken
down into sections? Ask students to complete them to the best of their knowledge. Teachers should take time
to review the differences between autobiographies and biographies. Meet with students individually to discuss
any necessary changes. You can use the forms to provide general feedback on audibility, pronunciation,
articulation, expression and rate of speech. The teacher needs to set up a defined set of tasks for the students to
complete so that the autobiography is organized and detailed. Have students begin the prewriting stage of their
projects by brainstorming at least 15 major events in their lives. Does this writing make you feel any particular
way? Are all of these ways legal? Differentiation Enrichment: Have advanced students write both a biography
and autobiography during Independent Working Time. From the list of events they described, ask students to
select five to include in their autobiographical presentations. Each section should be two-to-four pages long.
For example, a middle school autobiography could be set up as follows: Four sections: birth to two years,
three years to five years, kindergarten to third grade, fourth grade to present year.


